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Abstract 
Libkin, L., Direct product decompositions of lattices, closures and relation schemes, Discrete 
Mathematics 112 (1993) 119-138. 
In this paper we study the direct product decompositions of closure operations and lattices of closed 
sets. We characterize the direct product decompositions of lattices of closed sets in terms of closure 
operations, and find those decompositions of lattices which correspond to the decompositions of 
closures. If a closure on a finite set is represented by its implication base (i.e. a binary relation on the 
powerset), we construct a polynomial algorithm to find its direct product decompositions. The main 
characterization theorem is also applied to define direct product decompositions of relational 
database schemes and to find out what properties of relational databases and schemes are preserved 
under the decompositions. 
1. Introduction 
In [6] Demetrovics et al. introduced the concept of direct product decomposition of 
a closure operation. If C1 and C2 are two closures on disjoint sets U1, Uz, then the 
direct product C1 x Cz is a closure on U1 u U2 defined by 
If L1 and L2 stand for the lattices of closed sets of C1 and C2 respectively, then the 
lattice of closed sets of C1 x C2 is the direct product L1 x L2. However, it is unclear if 
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every direct product decomposition of a lattice of closed sets corresponds to a direct 
product decomposition of the underlying closure in the sense of the operation 
x defined above. In other words, if Lc is the lattice of closed sets of C and Lc is 
isomorphic to the direct product, Lc= 1;“1 x 6p2, does it mean that LZr = Lc, and 
ZZ N Lc2, where C = C1 x CZ? 
We are going to show in this paper that, generally speaking, the answer is ‘no’. We 
do that by finding a characterization of the direct product decompositions of a lattice 
of closed sets in terms of the closure operation in Section 2. This characterization will 
emphasize the importance of the operation x . We will show that every lattice of 
closed sets of a closure C is isomorphic to the lattice of closed sets of a closure C’ such 
that the direct product decompositions of this lattice are in l-to-l correspondence 
with the direct product decompositions of C’. 
In the finite case, a closure on a set U can be represented by its implication bases 
[ 191 which consist of expressions of the form X + Y, X, YE U. (E.g., we can represent 
a closure C by (X+ Y: YE C(X)}). In Section 3 we give some necessary facts about 
implication bases and then construct an algorithm finding the direct product de- 
compositions of the closure represented by an implication base. This algorithm allows 
us to construct a direct product decomposition of a closure in polynomial time in the 
size of input, i.e. the implication base. 
In the short Section 4 we show that our main characterization can be applied to 
obtain results describing the direct decompositions of some known classes of lattices 
and closures. 
When speaking about relational databases, implication systems correspond exactly 
to relation schemes. A relation scheme is a pair (U,F) consisting of a set U and 
a family F of functional dependencies, the latter being a set of expressions of form 
X-t Y, X, Y c U. We study the direct product decompositions of relation schemes in 
Section 5. This is also of practical importance, because, as we will see, these direct 
product decompositions can describe decompositions of a relation scheme into 
several relation schemes within one database scheme and some nice properties, as 
being in a normal form, are preserved under decompositions. By the results of Section 
3, these direct product decompositions can be found in polynomial time. 
Now we introduce some terminology. 
Throughout the paper, C (possibly, with indices) will denote a closure operation (or 
simply closure) on a set U, i.e. C is a map C : P(U)-+P(U) such that: 
(Cl) vx _c u: xc C(X); 
(C2) vx G Y G u: C(X) G C(Y); 
(C3) VX c u: C(C(X))= C(X). 
A set X c U is called closed (w.r.t. C) if C(X)=X. Denote the family of all closed 
sets by Lc. Then Lc equipped with the natural ordering is a lattice in which sup and inf 
operations are defined by 
t/x, YELc: XA Y=Xn Y; xv Y=C(Xu Y). 
Lc thus constructed is a complete lattice [S]. 
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We will always suppose that a closure C satisfies 
(C4) C(8) = 8. 
IfC(@=X#@,defineC’(Y)=C(Y)-Xfor YcU-X.ThenC’isaclosureonU-X 
satisfying (C4), and the lattices Lc and Lc, are isomorphic. Hence, (C4) will not lead us 
to loss of generality. 
When speaking about an arbitrary lattice (not necessarily lattice of closed sets), we 
denote it by _%’ and its elements by small letters. 
If 9 is a finite lattice’, there is a simple way to construct a closure C on a finite set 
U such that 9? N Lc, where N stands for isomorphism. Let U be the set of join- 
irreducibleelementsJ(9),i.e. U={a~9:((a=xVy)*(a=x or a=~)}. GivenXcU, 
let C(X) = {XE U: x d VX}. Then C is a closure on U, and Lc= 3. 
If 9 is a bounded lattice, i.e. it contains the greatest element 1 and the least element 
0, then ti stands for a complement of a if it exists, that is, a A a = 0 and a V ii = 1. 
We will need the concept of a neutral element. An element a~9 is called neutral 
[S, 131 iff for every ?c,y~y the following holds 
In the sequel we will use a more convenient form of this definition. An element 
a~_!5 is neutral iff for every x, y&F the sublattice (a,~, y) generated by a, x, y is 
distributive [ 131. 
If L, is the lattice of closed sets of a closure C, and AEL,-, then (A] is the principal 
ideal ofLc generated by A, i.e. (A] = {XEL,: X E A}. In an arbitrary lattice, (a] and 
[a) stand for the principal ideal and coideal (filter) generated by a. 
2. Direct product decompositions of lattices and closures 
In this section we are going to answer two questions. The first one is: given a closure 
C on U such that Lc is isomorphic to the direct product of two lattices, Lc N PI x _Y2, 
what can be said about C? In other words, what are necessary and sufficient 
conditions that provide Lc to be isomorphic to the direct product of two lattices? The 
second question is: what is the relationship between direct product decompositions of 
closures and of lattices of closed sets? 
We will soon see that if Lcz_!Yl x _CZ2 then both P?i and JZZ are isomorphic to 
lattices of closed sets of closures defined on two disjoint subsets of U. This explains 
why we characterize only decompositions into products of two lattices. 
Our first result describes the direct product decompositions of form Lc N _Yl x _5Y2. 
Theorem 1. Every direct product decomposition Lee Yl x _F2 has form L,=(A] x (A] 
where A, AsLc, A is a complement of A in Lc and A is neutral. 
1 It is enough to require that the dual lattice Y* be Noetherian [S]. 
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More precisely, 5Y1 N (A] and Y2 ‘v (A], or 6p1 -(A] and Y2 z (A]. However, in 
this case we prefer to speak of the direct product decomposition having form 
&-(A] x (A]. 
Proof. First, notice that a neutral element UE_Y may not have two complements. If it 
has two complements, a and 5, then the sublattice (a,& a”) = {a, a, ii, l,O} is not 
distributive. Since Lc is a bounded lattice, the following lemma finishes the proof. 
Lemma 1. If L is a bounded lattice, each direct product decomposition 9 2: __PI x __Y2 has 
form 2’ 2: (a] x (a], where a is a neutral element and ti its complement. 
Proof. It is well known that each direct product decomposition has form 9 E (a] x [a) 
[13]. Hence, we only have to prove that if a is a neutral complemented element, then 
[a) -(a]. 
Define $J : (51 +[a) as follows: 4(x) =x V a. Let x > a. Then 4(x A a) = (x A a) V a =x 
since the sublattice generated by a, a, x is distributive. Further, for x <a we have 
$(x)Ati=(xVa)Ati=x, i.e. x1 #x2 implies 4(x1)##(x2). Thus, 4 is a bijection. It 
follows from the definition that 4(x V y)= (p(x) V 4(y), and from the distributivity of 
(a,x,y) that c$(xAy)=(xAy)Va=(xVa)A(yVa)=+(x)Ac$(y). Hence, 4 is an 
isomorphism. Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 are proved. 0 
Since 9 =(a] x [a) holds for every neutral element aE_Y’, we obtain from Theorem 1 
and the proof of Lemma 1 the following. 
Corollary 1. Given a closure C on U, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
direct product decompositions Lc=$p1 x 2Y2 and pairs (A, A), where A is a neutral 
complemented element of Lc and A its complement. 
Corollary 2. If A is a neutral complemented element of Lc, then so is its complement 2. 
Now we can introduce our main definition to be studied in the sequel. 
Definition. Given a closure C on U, a pair (A,A) consisting of a neutral comp- 
lemented element of Lc and its complement is called a decomposition pair (of C 
or of L,). 
We have shown so far that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
decomposition pairs and the direct product decompositions of Lc having form 
Lc~dip1 x _Y2. Our next theorem, which is the main result of this section, gives 
a characterization of the decomposition pairs of an arbitrary closure. However, before 
presenting this theorem, we mention that considering only direct product decomposi- 
tions of form Lc 2: ~2’~ x & does not cause loss of generality. This is true in view of the 
following. 
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Corollary 3. Let Lc z _YI x Y2. Then both YI and _Y2 are the lattices of closed sets. 
Proof. According to Theorem 1 and Corollary 2, _.9’i =(A] and 9* -(z] for a de- 
composition pair (A, A). Hence, 9r N Lc, A and 9z N &A. 0 
Now we can give a characterization of the decomposition pairs of a closure. 
Theorem 2. A pair (A,A) of disjoint subsets of a set U is a decomposition pair of 
a closure C on U iJf the following hold: 
(i) VXEAUA: C(XnA)=C(X)nA; 
(ii) VXG AuA:C(XnA)=C(X)nA; 
(iii) VX& U: C(X)=C(C(X)n(AuA)). 
We start with a simple lemma. 
Lemma 2. A pair (A, 2) of disjoint subsets of U is a decomposition pair of Lc iff 
AVA=Uand~:L,+(A]x(A]givenby ~(X)=(XnA,XnA)isanisomorphism. 
Proof. Let 4 thus constructed be an isomorphism. Then &A)=(A,@, and by [13, 
Theorem 3.2.41 A is a neutral element of Lc. Analogously, so is A. Hence, (A, A) is 
a decomposition pair. Conversely, if (A, A) is a decomposition pair, consider a map- 
ping $ : (A] x (A]+Lc given by $(X, Y)= X V Y. According to the definition of 
a neutral element, (XnA)V(XnA)=X and for XGA, YGA: (XVY)nA=X, 
(XV Y)n ii= Y, i.e. Ic/ = @ ‘. It shows immediately that 4 is a one-to-one correspon- 
dence. Obviously, 4 preserves the ordering, i.e. if X s Y then $(X)<q%(Y) in 
(A] x (A], and so does Ic/. Hence, 4 is an isomorphism. Lemma 2 is proved. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let (A, 2) be a decomposition pair of C. Consider arbitrary 
X E U and C(X). Since (C(X)A A) V(C(X)Aii)=C(X) according to the proof of 
Lemma 2, we have C(X)=C((C(X)nA)u(C(X)nA))=C(C(X)n(Auii)), i.e. (iii) 
holds. 
Let XcAui, and Y=XnA, Z=Xnx Then X=YuZ, and C(Y)cA, 
C(Z)GA. We have C(X)=C(YuZ)=C(C(Y)uC(Z))=C(Y)VC(Z), and 
C(X)nA=(C(Y)VC(Z))AA=C(Y) since 4 . t,b = id. Hence, C(X) n A = C(X n A), 
and (i) holds. Analogously we prove that (ii) holds. 
Let, conversely, (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. Prove that A and 2 are complemented 
elements, and 4 that of Lemma 2 is an isomorphism. 
Since A and A are disjoint, A A A= 0. If X = U, we get from (iii) that C(A u A) = U, 
i.e. A VA= U. Hence, 2 is a complement of A. 
We prove now that 4 is a bijection. To do this, we need to prove two claims. Recall 
that $(X, Y)=XV Y. 
Claim 1. 4. I) = id (more precisely, id,,, x (,.q), 
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Let C( Y)E(A], C(Z)E(A], Y c A, Z G A. Then $(C( Y), C(Z))= C( Y) V C(Z)= 
C(YuZ). The first component of 4. $(C(Y), C(Z)) is 
(C(X)VC(Z))AA=C(YuZ)nA=(by (i)) C((YuZ)nA)=C(Y). 
Analogously, by (ii) the second component of 4. $(C( Y), C(Z)) is C(Z). Hence, 
4.$=id. 
Claim 2. I). C#J = id (more precisely, idL,). 
Let C(X) be an arbitrary element of Lc. Then we have $. 4(C(X))=(C(X) A A) V 
(C(X)AA)=C((C(X)nA)u(C(X)nA))=C(C(X)n(AuA))=C(X) by (iii). Hence, 
$.4=id. 
It follows from the two proved claims that 4 is a bijection. Hence, the following 
finishes the proof. 
Claim 3. cj is a homomorhism. 
Clearly, q5 is a A -homomorphism. Hence, we must prove that for arbitrary C(X), 
C(Yk&, $(C(X)vC(Y))=4(C(X))v4(C(Y)). A ccording to (iii) we may assume 
without loss of generality that Y, Z c Au 2. Further, 
(C(X)VC(Y))AA=C(C(X)uC(Y))nA=C(Xu Y)nA=(by (i)) 
=C((Xu Y)nA)=C((XnA)u(YnA)) 
=C(C(XnA)uC(YnA))=(by (i)) 
=C((C(X)nA)u(C(Y)nA))=(C(X)AA)V(C(Y)AA). 
Analogously, (C(X) V C(Y)) A A= (C(X) A A) V (C( Y) A 2). Hence, 4 is a V -homo- 
morphism too. 
Thus, 4 is a one-to-one homomorphism, i.e. an isomorphism. According to 
Lemma 2, (A,A) is a decomposition pair. Theorem 2 is completely proved. 0 
As a corollary of Theorem 2 we obtain a characterization of the direct product 
decompositions of closures. Let us call a decomposition pair (A,A) strong if it is 
a partition of U, i.e. A u A= U. 
Corollary 4. A partition (A, 2) of a set U is a strong decomposition pair of a closure C on 
U ifsVX G U: C(X)=C(XnA)uC(XnA). 
Therefore, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the direct product 
decompositions of closures as they were introduced in [6], and the strong decomposi- 
tion pairs of lattices of closed sets. In particular, not every direct product decomposi- 
tion of a lattice of closed sets corresponds to a direct product decomposition of 
a closure, because there exist decomposition pairs with Au A# U. However, in the 
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finite case for every closure there exists an ‘equivalent’ one (i.e. having isomorphic 
lattice of closed sets) whose decomposition pairs are strong. 
Proposition 1. For every$nite lattice 5p there is ajnite set U and a closure C on U such 
that .T 2: Lc and all the decomposition pairs of C are strong. 
Proof. Consider the representation with U=J(y) and C(X)=J(y)n(V X], see 
introduction. LczT for this representation. Let (A, 2) be a decomposition pair 
of C. Suppose for x~y: J(x)=(y~J(y): ybx}. Then JELL if XEJ(_%‘). Accord- 
ing to (iii) J(x)=C(J(x)n(AuA)), i.e. x<V(y: y<x,y~AuA)<x. Hence, 
x=~(y:y~x,y~~uA),andsince~~~(~),~=yforsomey,i.e.x~~uA.Therefore, 
(A, A) is strong. 0 
3. Implication bases of closures and direct product decompositions 
The main aim of this section is to present an algorithm finding a strong decomposi- 
tion pair, i.e. a direct product decomposition of a closure. To construct such an 
algorithm, we must have a representation of closures. The most convenient way to 
represent a closure is to represent it by its implication base [19]. We introduce the 
definition of implication bases of finite closures, and then give a polynomial algorithm 
that, given an implication base of a closure, finds a strong decomposition pair of this 
closure, i.e. its direct product decomposition. 
Given a finite set U, an implication system is a family F = {X+ Y: X, Y c U}. If we 
are given an implication system F, construct a map CF : P(U)+P(U) using the 
following algorithm. 
Algorithm CLOSURE. 
Input: An implication system F over U and a set X E U. 
output: C,(X). 
Method: 
result :=X; 
WHILE there exists Z-+ YEF such that 
Z s result AND Y $ result 
DO result :=resultu Y END; 
RETURN(result). 
It is well known (see [2,7,8, 15, 193) that CF is a closure and for every closure over 
U there is an implication system on U generating this closure. We will call F an 
implication base of a closure C if C = CF. 
If X= {x} and Y= { y}, we will write x-y instead of X-Y. We first investigate 
a particular case when all the implications from F have form x-y. Later we will see 
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that finding strong decomposition pairs for such implication bases is the crucial step 
in the general algorithm. 
Implications x-y were called unavy in [17]. A characterization of implication 
systems consisting of unary implications was given in [8]. 
Proposition 2 [8]. Given a closure C on a finite set U, the following are equivalent: 
(i) C has an implication base consisting of unary implications; 
(ii) C is topological, i.e. C(Xu Y)= C(X)u C(Y); 
(iii) Lc is a sublattice of (P(U), n, u). 
Corollary 5. If C is a topological closure on a set U, then (A, A) is a strong decomposi- 
tion pair iff both A and A are closed and (A, A) is a partition of U. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 2 and Corollary 4. 0 
Let F be an implication system over U consisting only of unary implications. Define 
a graph G: = (U, V’), where U is a set of vertices and V” is a set of edges, V” = {(x, y): 
x-+y~F or y-+x~F}. Let Gr=(U, V) be an undirected graph which is the symmetric 
transitive closure of Gi. 
Proposition 3. Let F be an implication base of a closure C on a finite set U, and let 
F consist of unary implications only. Then a partition (A, A) of U is a strong decomposi- 
tion pair of Cr tff A is a union of some connected components of Gr. 
Proof. First, notice that if A is a union of some connected components of GF, then so 
is A. 
Let A be a union of some connected components of GF. Then obviously A is closed 
and so is 2, i.e. (A,A) is a strong decomposition pair by Corollary 5. 
Conversely, let (A, A) be a strong decomposition pair of CF. To finish the proof, we 
must show that if X is a connected component of GF and Xn A#@, then X c A. Let 
xeAnX, and suppose there is yEXnA. Let x0=x, x,=y and (xo,xl)~Vo, 
(xl,x&VO, . . ..(x.- i, x,) be a path in X from x to y. Then there exists at least one 
k[l,n] such that (Xi,Xi+l)E~ and x,EA, xi+,EA. Since (xi,xi+i)EVO, either 
xi+xi+ 1 EF or xi+1~XiEF. In the first case, by Algorithm CLOSURE, 
xi+l eCr(A)=A, i.e. AnA#@ In the second case x,eC,(A) and AnA#(b again. This 
contradiction shows X s A. Thus A is a union of some connected components of GF. 
Proposition 3 is proved. 0 
Consider the following algorithm UNARY DECOMPOSITION. 
Algorithm UNARY DECOMPOSITION. 
Input: An implication system F over U consisting of unary implications. 
Output: Connected components (Xi, . . . . X,) of GF and their number n. 
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Method: 
Construct Gr; 
n:=O; 
u”:= u; 
WHILE U”#@ 
DO 
n:=n+ 1; 
X, := {x} for XE U”; 
WHILE there is y~t3’, y$X, such that (z, y)~ I’ for some ZEX, 
DO X, := X, u ( y} END; 
uo:= P-x,; 
END; 
RETURN( (X1, . . . , X,, n)). 
Notice that this algorithm is polynomial since constructing transitive closure 
requires polynomial time. 
Corollary 6. Let F be an implication base of a closure C on a finite set U consisting of 
unary implications only. Then the strong decomposition pairs of C are exactly pairs 
(IJiEtXi,uj+tXj), Lc(l,...,n}, where(X,,..., X,, n) is output of algorithm UNAR Y 
DECOMPOSITION when the input is F. 0 
To construct a general algorithm for finding strong decomposition pairs we need 
some new concepts and two lemmas. 
If we are given an implication system F, then F’ = {X-ra: X+ YE F, aEX - Y} is an 
implication system satisfying CF = CF,. If the right-hand sides of all the implications of 
an implication system are one-element sets, we will call this implication system open 
[12]. The above remark shows that considering only open implication systems does 
not cause loss of generality. An implication system F will be called nonredundant if for 
every fgF: Cr # C,_, [15,19]. Let F be an arbitrary implication system. Define 
F+ =(X-+Y: YE C,(X)}. Then F + is an implication base of CF too (it follows 
immediately from algorithm CLOSURE). 
Lemma 3. Let F be an open nonredundant implication base of a closure C on U. Then 
a partition (A, A) is a strong decomposition pair of C ifs the following hold: 
(i) VX-+aEF: X G AoaEA; 
(ii) VX+aEF: XC AoaEA. 
Proof. Let (A,A) be a strong decomposition pair, prove that (i) and (ii) hold. Let 
X-+aeF and aEA. Then aECF(X), and aEC,(Xn A) because (A,_@ is a strong 
decomposition pair. According to algorithm CLOSURE, X+a cannot be used to 
obtain aeCF(Xn A) if X $ A. Hence, Cr= CF--(X+a), and F is redundant. Thus, 
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X E A. Obviously, if X G A and x+a~F, then agCF(X) _C A. Therefore, (i) holds. 
Analogously, (ii) holds. 
Let, conversely, (i) and (ii) hold. Then A and 2 are closed. Suppose XEC~(X), and 
XEA. Let X,+x1, . . . . XL+xk, xk=x be those implications which were used in algo- 
rithm CLOSURE to obtain x~C,(x), ordered as they appeared in the algorithm. 
Thatmeans,X,~X,X,~X,u{x,} ,..., Xk~Xk_lu{~k_l}~Xu{xl ,..., xkml}.If 
for some i, xi_ 1 $Xi, then we can eliminate implication Xi_ 1 +xi_ 1 from derivation 
XEC~(X). Hence, we may suppose that no implication can be eliminated, and in this 
case Xi-lGXi for ifz[z,k]. Since x=xkEA, by (i) XkCA, and xk_iEA because 
xk_iEXk. Then by induction we obtain that X,u...~X~u{x~,...,x~)~A, and 
according to algorithm CLOSURE xsCF(XnA). Analogously, if XEA then 
xeC,(X n A). Thus, (A, A) is a strong decomposition pair by Corollary 4. Lemma 3 is 
proved. 0 
Let F be an open implication system. Then FT will stand for {~-+a: X+UEF, XEX}. 
Lemma 4. Let F be a nonredundant open implication system. Then (A, 2) is a strong 
decomposition pair of CF iff it is a strong decomposition pair of CF,. 
Proof. Let (A,A) be a strong decomposition pair of CF. Consider x+a~F~. Let aEA. 
Since there is X-+UEF, then X E A and XEA. Therefore, (i) and (ii) hold for FT, and 
(A,,?) is a strong decomposition pair of C,. Let, conversely, (A, A) be a strong 
decomposition pair of CF,. Consider X+UEF. Let SEA. Since for every XGX, 
x+aEFT and XEA, then X c A. Therefore, (i) and (ii) hold for F, and (A, 2) is a strong 
decomposition pair of CF. q 
Consider the following algorithm DECOMPOSITION. 
Algorithm DECOMPOSITION. 
Input: An implication system F over U. 
Output: A partition (X1, . . , X,) of U and the number n of its elements. 
Uses algorithms: CLOSURE, UNARY DECOMPOSITION. 
Method: 
F’:={X+~:X-+YEF,UEY-X}; 
LOOP X+UEF’ 
IF a6CLOSURE (F’- {X+a}, X) 
THEN F’:= F’- {X-N} 
END LOOP; 
FT:={x+a: X+aEF’,xEX}; 
(X 1, . . . , X,, n) := UNARY DECOMPOSITION(FT); 
RETURN((X1, . . , X,, n)). 
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The next result follows immediately from the previous lemmas, the fact that F’ 
constructed in the LOOP in the above algorithm is an open nonredundant implica- 
tion base of CF (cf. [15]), and Corollary 6. 
Theorem 3. Let F be an implication base of a closure C on ajinite set U. Then the strong 
decomposition pairs of C are exactly the pairs (IJiEr Xi, ujq,Xj), where I c [l, n] and 
(XI, . . ..X.,n) is the output of algorithm DECOMPOSITlON when the input is F. 
Corollary 7. Given an implication base F of a closure C on a jinite set U, it takes 
polynomial time in the size of input to jnd a strong decomposition pair of C. 
In the rest of this section we present a polynomial algorithm finding a representa- 
tion of a distributive lattice as the direct product of directly indecomposable lattices. 
Every finite distributive lattive 9 can be embedded in (P(U), A, u) for some finite 
U (e.g. U=J(y)). Hence it is isomorphic to L, where an implication base F of 
C consists of unary implications only. Therefore, each decomposition pair of C is 
strong, and for a strong decomposition pair (A, A) the implication systems 
FA={x-+y~F: x,y~Aj and F,q= {x+yeF: x, yeAj are implication bases for CIA and 
Cl,- respectively. Hence, applying algorithm UNARY DECOMPOSITION to FA and 
Fx we obtain the direct product decompositions of (A] and (A] and so on. Thus, 
applying UNARY DECOMPOSITION while it is possible we obtain a representa- 
tion of dip as the direct product of directly indecomposable lattices, if the input is F. 
Notice, that we also obtain a representation of closure CF as the direct product of 
directly indecomposable closures. 
The above algorithm is polynomial because it makes use of polynomial algorithm 
UNARY DECOMPOSITION no more than 1 U 1 times. 
However, a finite distributive lattice may not be represented by an implication base 
F consisting of unary implications. Now we consider three ways to represent a finite 
distributive lattice, and show how to construct an implication base consisting of unary 
implications in these cases. 
First, if 9 ‘v Lc where C is given by its implication base F consisting of arbitrary 
implications, then for F’= {x-y: X +Y~F,x~x,y~yj we have CF=CFp (cf. [S]). 
It was proved in [18] that sublattices of (P(U), n, u) containing (8) and {U} (we 
}EL~ and need these conditions because if Lc is a sublattice of (P(U), n, u) then 
{@}EL~ by (C4)) and only they can be represented as 
{U 
where Pz E U x U. Therefore, a sublattice of (P(U), n, u) can be represented by 
a binary relation on U. Given Pp s U x U, let F4p= {x-y: (x, y)~Pp}. Then, the 
lattice of closed sets of C,V~ is exactly 2, see [7, S]. 
The most widely used way to represent a distributive lattice is that by a family of 
generating sets. If X1, . . . . X, c U, let LIX1, . . . . X,] stand for the sublattice of 
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(P(U), n, u) generated by X1, . . . , X,. Clearly LIXl, . . . , X,] is distributive, and 
every finite distributive lattice is isomorphic to some LIX1, . . ..X.]. The following 
proposition shows how to construct the family F. 
Proposition 4. Let X, , . . . , X, E U. Suppose x+y~F i;fSVi~[l,ti]: X~Xi jy~Xi. Then 
Lc,=LIX1, . . ..X.]. 
Proof. Let XEL[X,,...,X,]. Then X=(X:n...nXkl,)u...u(X;n...X~,) where 
XjE{X 1, . . ..X.} for all i~[l,r],j~[l,k~]. Suppose x+y~F and XEX. Then for some 
ig[l, r] we have xgXi n...nXiI whence yEX: n ~~.~-IX~~ and ygX. Hence, C,(X)=X, 
and XEL+ 
Conversely, if X#LIXI, . . . . X,], then since LIXI, . . . . X,] is a sublattice 
of (P(U),n,u) there are a,b~U such that XE[U,U-_] and [a,U-b]n 
LCX l,...,Xn]=~ by [lS]. Then if UEXi and b$Xi, we have Xi~[U,U-b] and 
Xi$L[X,,...,X,]. Therefore, a+b~F, and ~EC,(X). Thus, X$Lc,, and 
Lc,=L[X,, . ..) X,]. Proposition 4 is proved. q 
Summing up, we obtain the following. 
Corollary 8. Zf a jinite distributive lattice is represented by an implication base, or 
a binary relation, or a family of generating sets, then there is an algorithm which is 
polynomial in the size of input andjnds a representation of the lattice as the direct 
product of directly indecomposable lattices. 
Notice that the results of this section dealing with the direct product decomposi- 
tions of distributive lattices are related to those of [ll]. 
We conclude this section by the remark showing that strong decomposition pairs 
can be obtained as optima of a simple problem of cluster analysis. Usually in 
clustering problem we have a function on pairs of elements which expresses either 
similarity or unsimilarity, and then, finding an optimum of some function we get 
clusters. Let p be a function that expresses similarity between elements of U, i.e. p is 
a real-valued function on U x U, and we want to find a two-element partition (A, 2) of 
U. The typical criterion is 
FCC4 A))= c 1 Ax, ybmin. 
XEA yeA 
(This criterion was used, for example, in [4], but for the unsimilarities, i.e. maximum 
was to be found.) Let F be an implication system over F. Let F be open and 
nonredundant. Suppose p(x,y)= 1 if there is X+~EF such that XEX, and p(x, y)=O 
otherwise. Then F((A, A)) 2 0, and F((A, A)) = 0 iff (A, A) is a strong decomposition 
pair by Lemma 3. Therefore, strong decomposition pairs are exactly optimal solutions 
of the above clustering problem. More precisely, they are exactly global optima of F. 
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In this short and more ‘pure mathematical’ section we are going to show that the 
characterization of the direct product decompositions of lattices of closed sets does 
work. This means, we can successfully apply this characterization to describe the 
direct decompositions of some lattices. In this section we will investigate some classes 
of atomistic lattices. A complete lattice is called atomistic if every element is a join of 
atoms2. Clearly, a complete atomistic lattice is the lattice of closed sets of a closure on 
the set of its atoms, and in turn this closure can be characterized as satisfying the 
condition C(x) = x for every element x. 
Proposition 5. Every decomposition pair of an atomistic closure is strong. 
Proof. Let C be an atomistic closure on U and (A, 2) its decomposition pair. Suppose 
there is x$A u,& Then by (iii) ofTheorem 2, x= C(x)= C(C(x)n(A u A))= C(8)=@ by 
(C4). This contradiction shows Au A= U. 0 
One form of this proposition is well known in matroid theory. Usually the product 
of matroids is introduced as the product of closures, and then it is proved that the 
products of matroids correspond exactly to the products of lattices of closed sets, 
see [l]. 
Now we apply Theorem 2 to obtain a characterization of the direct product 
decompositions of lattices of sublattices and subsemilattices. 
Let S be a semilattice, whose operation is denoted by . We think of S as being 
a join-semilattice, i.e. x d yox . y = y. Let Sub S stand for the lattices of all subsemilat- 
tices of S. Since SubS is an algebraic lattice, it is the lattice of closed sets of an 
(algebraic) closure on the set of its atoms, i.e. S. In fact, given a subset X E S, its closure 
C(X) is the least subsemilattice of S containing X. Let (A, 2) be a strong decomposi- 
tion pair of this C. Suppose there are such XEA and YEA that x and y are incompa- 
rable. Then z=x. y, x, y are distinct elements. If X=(x, y}, then ZEC(X) and if we 
suppose without loss of generality ZEA (because AuA= U) then zeC(X)nA and 
x= C(x)= C(XnA), i.e. (i) of Theorem 2 fails. This contradiction shows that either 
x d y or y d x. Since A and 2 are subsemilattices of S, and (A] N Sub A, (A] 3: Sub A, 
we proved the following. 
Proposition 6. Every direct product decomposition of lattice Subs corresponds to an 
ordinal sum decomposition of S. 
More precisely, if Sub SE fliel 9’iy where all Yi are directly indecomposable, then 
S is isomorphic to the ordinal sum of semilattices Si such that Sub Si 2 9’: for all iEZ. In 
‘These lattices are called atomic in [S]. In [13] atomic lattices are those in which every element contains 
an atom. In this paper we prefer to make use of Grbtzer’s terminology. 
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an arbitrary direct product decomposition Sub S N n jeJ ~j each ~j is the lattice of 
subsemilattices of Sj, where Sj is the ordinal sum of some Sis. 
This result was also announced in [7], but the proof made use of distributive, 
standard and neutral element and some complex combinatorial structures. Here we 
obtained it almost immediately from Theorem 2. 
Notice, that if lattices are used instead of semilattices, all the above reasonings 
remain true if we forget about one operation. Thus, we get the following. 
Proposition 7. Every direct product decomposition of a lattice Sub 9 ofsublattices of 
9 corresponds to an ordinal sum decomposition of 2’. 
This proposition was established in [lo]. 
5. Direct product decomposition of relation schemes 
Implication bases of closures are known under the name of relation schemes in the 
theory of relational databases. In this section we transfer the results of Sections 2 and 
3 to the relation schemes, with particular attention being paid to database problems 
such as a decomposition of a relation scheme into two or more relation schemes 
within one database scheme, normalization, finding minimal keys and so on. We first 
introduce some terminology which is standard and can be found, e.g., in [ 151. Then we 
study the problem of decomposition and show that the most widely used normal 
forms are preserved under decomposition. We will also find the relationship between 
keys of a relation scheme and its subschemes determined by a decomposition. Finally, 
we investigate relationships between the decompositions of relation schemes and 
relation instances, i.e. relational databases themselves. 
A relation scheme is a pair (U, F ), where U is a finite set and F is an implication 
system. Elements of U are called attributes. They usually correspond to the attributes 
of a relational database, i.e. they are, e.g., name, date of birth, age, address and so on. 
Elements of F are called functional dependencies (fds for short). For example, there 
could be a fd name-address, or a fd date of birth+age. 
With each agU associate its domain dam(a). A relation over V is a subset 
RCrl,,U dam(a). We can think of R as being a set of mappings: 
R=jh, . . ..t.>, ti : U-t U dam(a): ti(a)Edom(a), iE[l, m]. 
osu 
We say that R obeys a fd X+ Y (or that this fd holds in R) if for every ti, tjER the 
equality ti(X)= tj(X) implies ti(Y)= tj(Y) (by t(X) we mean {t(x): XEX)). A relation 
R is said to be a relation instance of a relation scheme (U, F ) if all the fds from F hold 
in R. 
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Let FR stand for the set of all fds that hold in R. Then FR satisfies two following 
properties: 
(Fl) X--+ YEF, for all YE X (pseudoreflexivity); 
(F2) X u Z+ VE FR if X -+ YE FR and Yu Z+ VE FR (pseudotransitivity). 
If we are given a set F of fds, let F ’ stand for the set of all fds that can be derived from 
F by using pseudoreflexivity and pseudotransitivity. Then Fi = FR and Ff thus 
defined coincides with F+ defined in Section 3 [7, 15, 191. Moreover, for every relation 
scheme (U, F) there is a relation R over U such that F+ = FR. This relation R is called 
an Armstrony relation of F [3, 161. 
A set F of fds is called a cover of G if Ff = G+. A cover F is called nonredundant 
if for every _feF we have f$(F-f)+. This concept of nonredundancy coincides 
with that defined in Section 3. A cover is open [12] if the right-hand sides of its fds 
consist of one-element sets only. Every family F of fds has an open nonredundant 
cover. In fact, the first step of algorithm DECOMPOSITION from Section 3 com- 
putes it. 
A set X is called a key if X-+ UEF+. A key is called minimal if each Y c X is not 
a key. An attribute UEU is called prime if it belongs to a minimal key, and nonprime 
otherwise. 
A relation scheme (U, F ) is in 
. second normal form, or 2NF, if X+a$F+ for a$X, a a nonprime attribute, and 
X a proper subset of a minimal key; 
. third normal form, or 3NF, if X+a$F+ for a#X, a a nonprime and X a nonkey; 
. BoyceeCodd normal form, or BCNF, if X+a$F+ for a$X and X a nonkey. 
A database scheme is a family of relation schemes ( U1, F1 ), . , ( Ukr Fk) such that 
U,, . . . , Uk are pairwise disjoint. An instance of a database scheme is a set {RI, . . . , Rk}, 
each Ri being an instance of (Ui, Fi). 
Given a relation scheme (U, F), there is the closure CF, and we can consider its 
direct product decompositions. A direct product decomposition of the closure CF will 
be also called a direct product decomposition of the relation scheme. Each direct 
product decomposition of CF corresponds to a strong decomposition pair which will 
be also called a strong decomposition pair of the relation scheme. 
Suppose (A, A) is a strong decomposition pair of a relation scheme (U, F). Let F be 
open and nonredundant. Then for each X+acF either X v a c A or X u a E A. This 
means that attributes of A and 2 are ‘independent’, i.e. no attribute of A functionally 
depends on a set of attributes of 2 and no attribute of .+% functionally depends on a set 
of attributes of A. Thus, we may suppose that actually we have two ‘independent’ 
relation schemes (A,F,) and (&FJ), where F,={X+UEF: XUUGA} and 
Fx={X+aGF: Xuaz A}. Clearly, FAuFl=F by Lemma 3, i.e. we do not lose 
information decomposing a relation scheme into two relation schemes within one 
database scheme. 
We have shown that the decompositions of a relation scheme do not cause the loss 
of information. However, it is important to know if we may or may not lose a nice 
structure of a database scheme when we decompose some of its relation schemes. 
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It is often required that a database scheme be in a normal form (second, third or 
Boyce-Codd). We will show that the decompositions preserve these normal forms. 
In the sequel (V, F) will be an arbitrary relation scheme, and FA, FA will be covers 
of (X+ YEF+: Xv Y G A} and (X-+ YEF+: X u Y c 2) respectively. If A is closed, 
then the lattice of closed sets of CF, is the ideal (A] of Lc,. If F is open and 
nonredundant, and (A, 2) is a strong decomposition pair then we may choose FA and 
Fx as we did above. We will need Lemma 5. 
Lemma 5. Let (A, A) be a strong decomposition pair of a relation scheme (V, F). Let 
x be a family of minimal keys of (V, F), and x*, %,- the families of minimal keys of 
(A, FA) and (A, F,q). Then z%?= {K, u K,: K,E&, KZ~xx}. 
Proof. If K,E~~ and KZ~xl, then obviously K =K1 uKZ is a key. Let K’c K be 
a key, and let there be a E K - K'. Suppose aE A. Since K 1 is a minimal key of (A, FA ), 
thenC,(K,-a)=Y#A.Hence,C,(K’)~C,(K-a)=C,((K,-a)uK,)=C,(YuA)= 
Y V A# V since A is neutral. This contradiction shows that K is a minimal key. By 
analogous reasonings we show that if KEY, then Kn AE~~ and K n AEXx. 
Lemma 5 is proved. 0 
Theorem 4. Let (V, F) be a relation scheme, and (A, 2) a decomposition pair. Then: 
(1) If (V,F) is in 2NF, then so are (A,F,) and (x, FJ); 
(2) If (V, F > is in 3NF, then so are (A, F., ) and (2, F,q); 
(3) If (V, F) is in BCNF, then so are (A, FA) and (A, Fx). 
Proof. Notice that if (A, A) is a decomposition pair, then according to the proof of 
Lemma 5 any union of elements of xA and -X, is a minimal key of (V, F), since we 
never used AU A= V in the proof of Lemma 5, but vice versa is not true in general. 
Lemma 6. Let (V, F) be a relation scheme, V, the set of prime attributes, (A, A) 
a decomposition pair, and V,(A), V,(A) the sets of prime attributes of (A,F,) and 
(2, F,q) respectively. Then V,(A)= Urn A and V,(A)= Urn A. 
Proof. Let X be a coatom of (A], i.e. a maximal closed set in (A] - {A). Then X V 2 is 
a coatom in Lc, (it follows immediately from Lemma 2) and (X V A) A A = X. If Y is 
a coatom of LcF, then Yn A is a coatom of (A]. Since the intersection of all coatoms of 
Lc, is the set V,, of nonprime attributes [9], then V,,(A)= V,,nA, whence 
V,(A)= Urn A. Lemma 6 is proved. 0 
(1) Let (V, F) be in 2NF. We say that a closed set X is prime if X = C,(Y) where 
Y is a subset of a minimal key. According to [B] a relation scheme is in 2NF iff for 
every prime set X # V: [X n V,, X] c L cr. By Lemma 6, it suffices to prove that for 
every X prime in (A, FA), X # A, and every nonprime aEA, a&X the set X-a is 
closed, because X, X-a, UE V,,(A) generate the interval [X n V,(A), X]. 
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Let X=CF(Y) where Y c Y’, and Y’E%~. If ZE~X, then Y’uZEX, and 
X’ = X V ii is prime in (U, F) because X’ = C,( Yu Z). Since A is neutral, X’ n A = X. 
In particular, a$X’, and since (U, F) is in 2NF X’-aELcF. Hence, 
X-a=(X’-a)n AcLc,, and (A, FA) is in 2NF. Analogously we prove that (2, Fz) 
is in 2NF. 
(2) Let (U, F) be in 3NF. According to [S] a relation scheme is in 3NF iff for every 
closed X # U, [X n U,, X] c Lc,. Again by Lemma 6 it suffices to prove that for every 
closed X c A and a nonprime a~ A, a$X the set X-a is closed. Let 
Y= X V A= CF(X u A). Since A is neutral, Yn A =X, and a+! Y. Therefore, Y- UE Lc, 
because (U,F) is in 3NF and YZU. Further, X-a=(Y-a)nAELcF. Since the 
lattice of closed sets of (A, FA) is the ideal (A] of L cF, X-a is closed, and (A, FA) is in 
3NF. Analogously, (1, F,q) is in 3NF. 
(3) Let (U, F) be in BCNF. According to [S], a relation scheme is in BCNF iff for 
every closed X # U, [0, X] G Lc, holds. If X c A is a closed set, then so is X V ii, and 
X V A# U because A is neutral. Hence, [8,X] c [0,X V A] E Lcf, and [0,X] E (A]. 
Thus, (A, FA) is in BCNF, and so is (A, Fi). Theorem 4 is completely proved. 0 
The result about BCNF has the simplest form if only strong decomposition pairs 
are taken into account. In fact, in this case nontrivial direct product decompositions 
do not exist. We say that a strong decomposition pair (A, A) is nontrivial if both sets 
are non-empty. A relation scheme (U, F) is trivial if it consists only of trivial fds 
X+ Y, Y c X. In other words, (U, F) is trivial iff F has an empty cover. 
Proposition 8. Let (U, F) be a relation scheme in BCNF, and let (A, 2) be its nontrivial 
strong decomposition pair. Then (U, F) is trivial. 
Proof. Let Ki, . . . , K, be the minimal keys of a nontrivial relation scheme (U, F ) in 
BCNF and let (A, A) be a nontrivial strong decomposition pair, i.e. A, A#0 (and 
A, A# U). Since (A, 2) is a strong decomposition pair of CF, for every i we have 
CF(Ki n A) = C,(Ki) n A = A. Since A is closed and (U, F) is in BCNF, Kin A is 
closed too because A# U, and A =K,n A, i.e. A E Ki. Analogously A E Ki for all i. 
Therefore, U = A u 2 E Ki. Hence, (U, F ) has unique key, namely U, and F consists 
only of trivial fds. 0 
By decompositions of a database scheme we will mean the following operations. 
Given a database scheme Y= {<VI, F1 ), . . . , ( Uk, Fk) >, and a strong decomposition 
pair (A, A) of, say, (Ui, Fi), a primitive decomposition of Y is a database scheme 
{(U,,F,), . . . . (Ui-,,Fi-1),(A,FiA),(A,FiA),...,(Uk,Fk)}. A decomposition of 
Y is the result of some operations of primitive decomposition. We obtain the 
following immediately from the previous theorem. 
Corollary 9. The decompositions of database schemes preserve normalization. 
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In the rest of the section we discuss the relationship between the decompositions of 
relation schemes and Armstrong relations. Two questions that arise here are the 
following. Given a relation scheme (U, F ), its strong decomposition pair (A, A) and 
Armstrong relations RA and Ra of (A, FA) and (2, Fx), how can we construct an 
Armstrong relation R of (U, F )? And, if we are given an Armstrong relation R of 
(U, F), how can we construct RA and R,-? 
The first question has been answered completely in [6] where a construction of R is 
given. Great attention was paid to the problem of complexity in [6]. It is important 
that an Armstrong relation be small [3, 173, but in general it may have exponential 
size in the number of attributes and fds. However, the size of Armstrong relation of 
R is linear in the sizes of RA and R,-. In fact, let s(F) be the size (the number of tuples, 
i.e. mappings ti) of a minimal Armstrong relation of (U, F), and s(FA), s(FA) be the 
sizes of minimal Armstrong relations of (A, FA) and (2, Fx). If (A, A) is a strong 
decomposition pair of (U, F), then s(F)=s(F,)+s(F2)-1 [6]. 
In this paper we answer the question concerning Armstrong relations RA and R,-. 
Let R={tl,. . . , tm} be a relation over U, and X s U. Then I7(R, X) is the projection of 
R onto X, i.e. (ti lx, . . . . t,(x). 
Theorem 5. Let (U, F) be a relation scheme and (A, A) its strong decomposition pair. Zf 
R is an Armstrong relation of (U, F), then Il(R, A) is an Armstrong relation of (A, FA) 
and ZI(R, 2) is an Armstrong relation of (2, Fx). 
Proof. It suffices to prove that II(R, A) is an Armstrong relation of (A, FA). Introduce 
some definitions. Given a relation R = {t I,...,&,} over U,let Eij=(aEU: ti(a)=tj(a)} 
and ER={Eij: i,je[l,m]). Let L,=L C, and M(F) be the set of meet-irreducible 
elements of LF. Then R is an Armstrong relation of (U, F) iff M(F) E E, c L, [9], cf. 
also [3]. ER is usually called the equality set. 
Let R be an Armstrong relation of (U, F). Let Ei be the equality set of I7(R, A). To 
prove that Z7(R, A) is an Armstrong relation of (A, FA) we have to show that 
Ei E (A] and each meet-irreducible element of (A] is in ERA. 
Let XEE~. Then for some i,jE[l,m] we have x={a~A: ti(a)=tj(a)}={acU: 
ti(a)= tj(a)} =Eijn A, where E,jEE,. Since E, c L,, XELF and XE(A]. 
Let X be a meet-irreducible element in (A]. Let Y=X V A, i.e. Y=Xu A because 
(A, 2) is strong. Suppose Y is not meet-irreducible in LF, i.e. Y= & n &, Y# Yr, y2. 
Then X = (K n A) n (5 n A) because X = Yn A. Since X is meet-irreducible in (A], 
either Y, n A =X or Y, n A= X. Suppose without loss of generality X= Y, n A. Then 
{X, Y, Y,, A, U} is a sublattice of LF generated by A, Y, YI, and this sublattice is 
not distributive, which contradicts the neutrality of A. Hence, YEM(F), and for 
some i,je[l,m], Y=Eij because M(F)GE,. Hence, X= YnA=EijnA={aEA: 
ti(a)=tj(a)}EEi. 
Thus, I7(R, A) is an Armstrong relation of (A, FA). Analogously, Z7(R,A) is an 
Armstrong relation of (A, Fx). Theorem 5 is proved. q 
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6. Conclusion 
In the paper we have studied the relationship between the direct product decompo- 
sitions of closures and their lattices of closed sets. Every direct product decomposition 
of a closure corresponds to the one of its lattice of closed sets, but the direct product 
decompositions of lattice of closed sets may fail to correspond to the direct product 
decompositions of the closure. 
Every direct product decomposition of a lattice of closed sets can be described by 
a pair of disjoint subsets of the underlying set U on which the closure is defined, and 
the direct product decompositions of a closure correspond exactly to those pairs 
which are partitions of U. 
If a closure is defined on a finite set by its implication base, there is a polynomial 
algorithm which computes a decomposition of the closure. This algorithm is based on 
the computing of the direct product decompositions of topological closures whose 
lattices of closed sets are exactly distributive lattices. 
The main characterization of the direct product decompositions of lattices of closed 
sets can be applied to find decompositions of some algebraic lattices, for example, 
lattices of sublattices and subsemilattices. 
In the finite case the direct product decompositions of closures correspond to the 
decompositions of relational database schemes. Decomposing a scheme, we do not 
lose information. Decompositions of schemes can be described by projections of 
relations, and they preserve normalization, what is of practical importance, because it 
is often required that a database scheme be in a normal form. 
One relevant problem is still open: given a poset, what is a characterization of its 
direct product decompositions? This problem is important, for example, in domain 
theory [14] where a characterization of direct product decompositions of domains 
would be useful. There are also problems of finding representations analogous to 
implication bases, and of constructing algorithms to compute direct product de- 
compositions. We plan to dedicate further research to these problems. 
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